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Abstract: Memory abstractions, or mnemons, form the basis of a memetic evolution theory where generalized self-replicating ideas give rise to thought contagion. A framework is presented for describing mnemon propagation, combination, and competition. It is observed that the transition from individual level considerations to population level considerations can act to cancel individual variations and may result in population behaviors. Equations for population memetics are presented for the case of two-idea interactions. It is argued that creativity via innovation of ideas is a population phenomenon. Keywords: mnemon, meme, evolution, replication, idea, psychology, equation.

I. Introduction.

Defining the "self-replicating" idea is as critical to memetic evolution theory as defining the units of heredity was to genetic evolution theory. The gene's definition developed as empirical investigations led away from the hypothesized inheritance of acquired characteristics to the biochemical sequencing of DNA strands. The universal code of these strands constituted a natural "language" upon which scientists based their own more symbolic and abstract language. The biologists' terminology is thus a metalanguage to the more concrete language of nucleotide sequences.

Yet for the evolution of ideas, no equally understood concrete language has been discovered. Science has achieved no direct observation of the neural encoding of ideas, which might have provided us a precise language for discussing ideas. Indeed, even if we knew in principle how to express ideas in terms of neurons, synapses, etc., the description would likely be prohibitively complex. So instead of language based on a concrete mechanism of information storage, we must settle for an abstract representation of the information stored. Thus, memory abstractions form the basis for Memetic Evolution theory.

Most people use abstract representations of memory content on a daily basis to discuss ideas. When we say that two people have "the same" idea, we do not use "sameness" to mean equality in every concrete detail, or else we could never correctly say that two people have the same idea. We mean that one person's idea has at very least one quality in common with the other's idea. Perceiving two people to have "the same" idea involves abstracting out a set of common qualities. So saying that two people's ideas are "the same" only means that they are in some way "of the same kind," or congeners.

This ability to say that two people have the same idea is at the very foundation of the notion of a "self-replicated idea." When an idea "self-replicates," it acts to produce or preserve ideas that we call "the same idea." The resultant ideas can for now be called "self-replicated" ideas. To be a self-replicated idea means not only to have resulted from a given idea, but also to be "the same" as that idea. Specifically, it means meeting some abstract, observer-defined criterion for sameness.

Self-replicated ideas are not all exact replicas of their originals. A wide range of ideas may result from each self-propagating original. An observer just selectively lumps these proliferated ideas along with their original(s) into a set, using an abstract inclusion criterion.

As an example, the belief that "abortion is wrong" has a wide range of different meanings to different people. The range includes people who view abortion as merely unethical to those who see the "morning after pill" as a high felony. So, although the belief varies greatly from person to person, its occurrences are all "the same" in the limited respect of fitting the above definition. Encountering a range of such beliefs in actual people, one simply "abstracts out" a common element running through all of them. On writing out a definition of this abstracted common element, or sameness criterion, one can proceed to use it for natural selection reasoning.

The abstraction could just as well be more general or more specific, depending upon our interests. A memeticist might, for instance, choose the more specific belief "abortion is a mortal sin." Then many quantitative variables involved in its natural selection would differ from those associated with the broader definition. First, the more restrictive definition would almost certainly identify a smaller host population. Second, when the hosts communicate their belief to friends and family, a likely smaller fraction of listeners will be new hosts per exposure. This is because any listeners who go away newly convinced that abortion is merely unethical no longer count as new hosts. Becoming a host takes more of what Dawkins calls copying fidelity. Third, once a host, one may do less "ideological wavering" before being counted as a drop out. That is, remaining the host of a more restrictively defined belief takes more preservation fidelity. So changing an idea's definition can make a big difference in the evolutionary phenomena identified with it.
II. Other Propagating Items.

Many psychological phenomena other than ideas can be observed to self-replicate. These include habits, attitudes, class identities, cognitive associations, education, emotional dispositions, addictions, and even neurotic and psychotic symptoms.

All these traits may be broadly classified as human memory content. This category is more general than the words "idea" or even "memory" and retained from an organism’s activity or experience as evidenced by abstractions or in Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, is "the store of things learned and retained from an organism’s activity or experience as evidenced by modification of structure or behavior or recall and recognition". Thus, the principal abstractions manipulated with memetics theory are memory abstractions or mnemonics.

Mnemos do not include inanimate propagating items such as chain letters, Bibles, etc. The focus on mnemonics expresses the opinion that propagating mental phenomena are central to the spreading of most human artifacts and actions that one might view as self-replicating. Using mnemonics also helps to standardize the measurement of propagation in terms of a host count. Thus, a chain letter or the copying machine duplicating it do not count as hosts, but the person photocopying the chain letters, Bibles, etc. The focus on mnemonics expresses the opinion that propagating mental phenomena are central to the spreading of most change of structure or behavior or recall and recognition. Thus, the human artifacts and actions that one might view as self-propagating.

Mnemos do not include inanimate propagating items such as chain letters, Bibles, etc. The focus on mnemonics expresses the opinion that propagating mental phenomena are central to the spreading of most human artifacts and actions that one might view as self-propagating. Using mnemonics also helps to standardize the measurement of propagation in terms of a host count. Thus, a chain letter or the copying machine duplicating it do not count as hosts, but the person photocopying the letter does. Also, if a person’s mnemonic is very redundantly stored in the brain, that person still counts as only one host and one mnemonic instantiation. The number of duplicates of a memory item in one brain is not currently measurable, and so will not be treated further in the present article.

III. Representing Mnemos Symbolically.

Mnemos can be represented conveniently with symbols such as "A", "B", etc. Thus, we can call the hell belief mnemonic A, the imminent doomsday belief mnemonic B, and a combination of mnemos such as the hell/imminent doomsday combination "A*B." The "**" indicates that A and B are instantiated in the same host. Extending this concept, one can represent a whole system of mnemos as "A*B*C*...".

The replication of mnemons also can be represented symbolically much the way chemical reactions are represented. Thus, the hell belief's proselytizing propagation may be represented as A + -A → 2A. This expression is read as "Host of A together with a non-host of A yields two hosts of A." (The two hosts on the arrow's right are the same two people as on the left side, one of whom is converted from non-host to host status. Note also the generalized use of the word "proselytic.") The mnemos on the left side of the arrow are called the input mnemons, and those on the right, the output mnemons.

A transition such as A + -A → 2A, realized in particular people at a particular time, constitutes an evolutionary event in the ideosphere. Other evolutionary events include: A → -A (host of A drops out), -A → A (non-host independently forms A), A → 0A (host of A dies), and 2A → 2A + -A (two hosts of A have a baby non-host of A).

Even multi-stage evolutionary events are handily represented by this system. For instance, the childbirth event can be extended to the form 2A → 2A + -A → 3A. (Two hosts of A have a baby and then spread their A-mnemonic to the child). A more complicated possibility is A + -A → A + 2A + -A. (Host plus non-host of A have a baby who later adopts the -A-mnemonic from the A-host parent).

Some multi-stage events are best represented by two or more diagrams. For example, if two hosts of A have a baby non-host and then have their local Sunday school teacher instill the A-mnemonic in the child, one would represent it as two events: 2A → 2A + -A (the birth) and 3A + -A → 4A (the catechism). In the second event, the three input A-hosts are the teacher and the two parents (who select the teacher). Representing the events separately (instead of as 3A → 3A + -A → 4A) conveys with greater accuracy that the teacher's conceptual contributions occurred only after the birth. Many two stage events pertain to the hyperparental selection advantage because that mode is generally realized by both having and training children.

IV. Complementary Mnemos

Treating -A as a mnemonic along with A may seem rather strange. People labeled "-A" may be called -A-mnemonic hosts or A-mnemonic non-hosts. (A and -A are called complements of each other.) But can a person's lack of the A-mnemonic justifiably be called a mnemonic itself? It sounds like saying that nothing is something.

The meaning of the term "mnemon" provides an answer to this question. Mnemos are merely memory abstractions. As such, a negatively defined mnemonic—which only states what a person does not have—is just as much of a memory abstraction as is a positively defined mnemonic. Saying that someone "has" or "hosts" a mnemonic like -A, really means that the person satisfies the definition of the particular memory abstraction (i.e., the person instantiates the abstraction). It is exactly what we mean when we say that a person "hosts" a positively defined mnemonic.

Negatively defined mnemos can also self-propagate, as with the childbirth event 2-A → 3-A, where A is a knowledge-of-birth-control mnemonic. (One might define this mnemonic functionally as knowing how to use at least one of some particular list of methods.) Because ~A-hosts have fewer birth control options than do A-hosts, the ~A-mnemonic enjoys a greater quantity-type parental selection advantage. None the less, the A-mnemonic has done very well in modern times, largely since people can be taught about birth control far more easily than they can be made to forget about it. Since proselytizing it is impossible, the -A mnemonic depends on parental events which occur just a few times per generation. The A-mnemonic, on the other hand, proliferates proselytically for various reasons, including both the sexual and humanitarian motives of its hosts. So both A and -A self-propagate, leaving us no choice but to consider the propagation of both positively defined mnemonic and a negatively defined mnemonic in investigating this example.
Incidentally, $\neg A$'s hyperparental propagation does not conform to the tendency, mentioned earlier, for the parental replication mode to involve multi-stage evolutionary events. People are born with $\neg A$, so that giving birth and "imparting" the mnemon are actually the same event. After birth, the parents can at most act to preserve $\neg A$ in their child.

V. Mnemon Combinations.

Multi-mnemon events describe phenomena -- like idea alteration or recombination -- too complex to be represented with one complementary mnemonic pair alone. For example, forming the hell/imminent doomsday pair by recombination can be represented as $A^*\neg B + \neg A^*B \rightarrow A^*\neg B + A^*B$, where $A$ = the hell mnemon and $B$ = "doomsday is imminent". In this event, a person with only the $A$-mnemonic spreads it to someone with only $B$, so that the latter person now has both $A$ and $B$. This new combination may very well spark some new ideas in the $A^*B$-host. He might experience the event $A^*B - C \rightarrow A^*B*C$, where $C$ is the belief that "I must urgently spread my faith to others because it may soon be too late!" Consequently, he may repeatedly play the leading role in the event $A^*B*C + \neg A^*B - C \rightarrow 2A^*B*C$. $A$, $B$, and $C$ act cooperatively here to bring about their collective propagation.

Mnemonics $A$, $B$, and $C$ are all rather "unpleasant" ideas, so it does not seem too surprising to find them propagating cooperatively. Yet in the real world, these three propagate cooperatively with a very "pleasant" mnemonic $D$: "Love your neighbor as yourself". $A^*B*C*D$ motivates its hosts to spread their faith only to those "unbelievers" that they really care to see saved from hell. In marked contrast, $A^*B*C*D$ should be motivated to spread their faith to any unbelievers they should happen to meet. So the combination of mnemonics probably spreads more vigorously due to the inclusion of the $D$-mnemon.

When mnemonics propagate as synergistically as do $A$, $B$, $C$, and $D$, they may propagate primarily as a set rather than individually. In such cases, the set may be usefully defined as one mnemonic. Thus, one might define $E = A^*B*C*D$ and consider $E$ to be a stable, propagating mnemonic in its own right. This approach can be used to study very large ideological systems, such as religious and political doctrines, by treating them as single (but lengthily defined) memory abstractions. The propagation events, however, often contain many intricate stages.

Moreover, in specifying mnemonic "X" by an equation $A^*B*C*...$, one runs the risk of specifying so many "little" constituent mnemonics that no one person ever actually has all of them. Mnemon $X$ would then be a useless abstraction. Abstract evolution theory allows its own hosts enormous freedom to specify their preferred abstractions, yet the theory does not guarantee all those abstractions to be useful in studying the real world.

VI. Competing Mnemonics.

Competition rather than cooperation characterizes many interacting mnemonics. A mnemonic competes against its complement in the knowledge-of-birth-control case mentioned above. The two complementary mnemonics--each "armed" with distinct selection advantages--"struggle" for host population.

Yet more heated than this competition—at least in some nations—is the competition between moral stances on the subject. Personal morality, after all, has a greater bearing on an adult's use or non-use of various methods in a society where birth control information is highly available. Moreover, morality strongly influences the parental decision to actively instruct children on birth control or to actively obstruct their learning on the subject.

So in addition to the knowledge-of-birth-control mnemonic (mnemon $A$), we should also consider mnemonic $B$, the moral acceptance of practicing birth control, and mnemonic $C$, the belief that birth control is immoral. Here people are born with the $\neg A^*B*C$ combination, but they never end up simultaneously having $B$ and $C$ later on. This is because $B$ and $C$ are contrary, as distinct from complementary mnemonics. Since they are mutually exclusive, they are destined to have a competitive rather than a cooperative relationship in the ideosphere. The $B$ mnemonic is favored by a high occurrence of the proselytic event $B + \neg B \rightarrow 2B$, while $C$ is favored by a high rate of the hyperparental event $2C \rightarrow 2C + \neg C \rightarrow 3C$. $B$ benefits proselytically due to the same kind of sexual and humanitarian motives for spreading it as does the $A$ mnemonic. $C$ spreads "hyperparentally" because people who believe that birth control is immoral do tend to have more children. Economic motives for spreading and adopting the two mnemonics also exist, and vary among situations. Additionally, the drop out rate of children raised as $C$-hosts varies with population homogeneity, media exposure to $B$, etc.

VII. Homogenic and Heterogenic Events.

The birth control example as treated so far fails to acknowledge people's ability to independently invent or re-invent moral decisions on their own. People are portrayed as acquiring mnemonics only by copying them from others or by being born with them (as in the case of negatively defined mnemonics).

To remedy this omission, consider the cases of two students who learn about birth control methods and then make moral judgements based on what they have learned. The first decides the practice is morally acceptable ($A^* - B \rightarrow A^*B$). The second decides it is not ($A^* - C \rightarrow A^*C$). Of course, moral judgements can be made without knowing birth control methods, but in this case our two hypothetical students judged only upon gaining the knowledge.
So one mnemon precipitates the formation of another mnemon, instead of just a new copy of itself. Memons that do this are called heterogenic (abbreviated as HeG), or "other-forming." The corresponding events, such as \( A^* \rightarrow A^* + \neg A \rightarrow 3A \), are called heterogenic events. The other type of event, which produces copies of input mnemons, is appropriately called a homogenic (abbreviated HoG), or "same-forming" event. The input mnemon which gets copied is called a homogenic mnemon.

Memon event symbolism and vocabulary now acknowledge that people can form opinions for themselves without simply copying others' ideas. Yet on many topics, people copy more ideas than they either originate or "re-originate." For many beliefs, such as the birth control taboo, homogenic formation far outweighs heterogenic formation in its overall occurrence rate. The reason is that HoG events have the tendency toward self iteration while HeG events do not. Generally speaking, anything which increases the availability of the input mnemons will increase the expected frequency of the event. Homogenic events, such as \( 2A \rightarrow 2A + \neg A \rightarrow 3A \), increase their own input mnemons. So they often tend to increase their own likelihood of recurring.

In contrast, HeG events, such as \( A^* \rightarrow A^* + \neg A \rightarrow A^*B \), actually decrease their own input mnemons by one with each occurrence. This tends to decrease the HeG event's recurrence rate. Yet the independent thinker can pass the new, heteroderivative (HoD) mnemon along, resulting in homogenically formed, or homoderivative (HoD) mnemons. So after the first few heterogenic formations of the birth control taboo, the formation of new taboo hosts tends to become rapidly predominated by homogenic events.

One mnemon whose host population accumulates many members through both homogenesis and heterogenesis is the belief that "It is best not to go to church on Sunday." Many of its hosts received it (homogenically) from parents or friends who already had the idea. This makes their mnemons HoD (homodervative).

However, a lot of people got the idea because as children their parents made them go to church every Sunday, even when they did not feel like going. The resulting aversive experiences often lead the children to conclude that it is best not to go to church on Sunday. Ironically, their belief results from their parents' strict adherence to exactly the opposite belief. The pro-churchgoing mnemon influences some parents to generate something radically different in some of their children. So those parents' mnemon is HeG while the children's mnemon is HaD. Any parent who raises some children to be church going and some to be church avoiding has a churchgoing mnemonic that is both homogenic and heterogenic.

The concepts of replicator evolution and epidemiology directly pertain to the HoD sector of a mnemonic's host population. In this sector, we can properly refer to mnemons as the "units of imitation" discussed by Dawkins. Expressed in the present terminology, a meme is defined as a homoderivative mnemonic. The definition of a particular meme contains an abstract sameness criterion like the ones defining mnemons, but also includes a criterion of causality, namely, that it is homoderivative. So each meme has a corresponding mnemon: the memory abstraction defined without reference to HoD causation.

Although the church-avoiding mnemonic does not occur primarily as a meme, one can still understand its proliferation in terms of memes. Simply divide the hosts into two groups: hosts of the church avoiding meme and dropouts of the church going meme (meme and meme-derived mnemonic hosts). The first group can be studied directly as meme hosts. The second group's growth rate can be studied as a function of the church-going meme frequency. So the study of meme proliferation can be valuable to understanding the growth or decline of both of these constituent groups which combined are nearly the total church-avoiding host population.

Some mnemons are neither memes nor meme-derived in most of their instances. For these mnemons, the study of meme proliferation is of little use. Consider what happens when an earthquake of harmless but noticeable intensity strikes Los Angeles. Millions of people suddenly have the idea that an earthquake has struck on that particular day. So at first the host population does not result primarily from mnemonic copying. In fact, the people who directly experience the quake may remain a majority of the idea's host, especially if the quake is too mild to get much news coverage. Replicator theory has extremely limited relevance in studying this kind of host population growth. The theory best applies to the limited but still vast realm of memes and meme derived mnemons, i.e., the realm of memetics.

The ability to unambiguously identify mnemons as HoD now becomes crucial to memetic theory. For instance, when someone receives the hell mnemonic from one person and the imminent doomsday mnemonic from another, is the resulting A*B combination HoD or HeD? The A*B host has copied both mnemons from pre-existing hosts. But the event that actually forms A*B, namely \( \neg A^* + A^* \rightarrow A^*B + A^*B \), does not actually contain A*B as an input mnemonic. The mnemonic appears not to be distinctly HoD or HeD, a serious problem in deciding how to proceed.

The problem can be resolved by recalling that mnemons propagate only with respect to an abstraction. Although the A*B host is HoD for abstraction A, and HoD for abstraction B, the instance of A*B is clearly HeD for abstraction A*B. So A*B formed by the event \( \neg A^*B + A^* \rightarrow \neg A^*B + A^*B \) is not a meme, although it is meme-derived.

Yet as mentioned earlier, A*B can also propagate as a set via the proselytic event \( A^*B + \neg A^* \rightarrow 2A^*B \). Formed this way, A*B is a meme. Thus, the host population of A*B is yet another mixture of memes and meme-derived mnemons.

VII. Population Psychology and Individual Psychology.

In going from individual level considerations to population level considerations, many individual variations statistically cancel to form population level trends in behavior. The same sort of statistical cancellation occurs as when individual molecule velocities collectively form an overall wind velocity. So too do the variations in the magnitude and direction of individual memetic changes largely cancel each other out,
along with many variations in individual behavior. The large-scale variations remaining, such as those between host population growth rates, form the basis of evolutionary trends at the population level.

With many self-compounding selection advantages, even a low level trend in mnemon propagating behavior can make a big difference in eventual host population. Still, the memes which accomplish such a trend on a lasting basis tend to be religious taboos, reproductive strictures, political convictions, etc. which have an important impact in the lives of their hosts. Such memes can each have many widespread and lasting effects upon people's lives, including effects upon meme propagating behavior.

An idea's psychological impact on individual ideological decisions can differ radically from its impact on population ideological decisions. Consider for instance the futurist decisions to be made about human cloning. Perhaps most people today would say "No, absolutely not!" They might say cloning is "unnatural," "immoral," and "dehumanizing." Of course today, these ideas have no effect on people's reproductive behavior.

All of this might change, however, if human cloning were achieved and became widely affordable. Couples who believed that cloning was good would suddenly have more reproductive options than would couples who thought it was bad. This may very well leave them having more children. They might even typically have four children: two conjugal children and two clones. Moreover, these children (especially the clones) would lean favorably towards accepting and retaining their parents pro-cloning stance. An intense parental selection advantage would result for the pro-cloning meme. The population might even start evolving a stigma against remaining childless. Thus, within only a few generations, the public attitude toward cloning could shift dramatically—and for reasons that are quite unlike those used by an individual confronted with the issue.

Memetic Evolution is thus a distinct theory of population psychology and does not simply mirror on a magnified scale any theory of individual psychology. Analogously, aerodynamics does not simply mirror on a grand scale the theories of molecular physics.

Memetics does, however, have many specific cases where the population level theory mirrors individual psychology, as with the "God as parent" meme. Here, the wide acceptance of the "God the Father" variety apparently results in part from a subconscious affinity in most individuals for always having a parental figure in their lives. So in this particular case, a feature of population psychology does indeed mirror on large scale a feature of individual psychology.

Selection advantages of this type may be seen as resulting from an idea being highly adapted to the minds of very many people. Of course, this type of thinking is not newly arriving with memetics theory. Yet it does fall within a new perspective inside that theory. For instance, the God-as-parent idea can be seen as originating by at least two possible paths: that of being created to fill a psychological need, and that of having been created for some other reason and later proliferating to fill an evolutionary niche formed by the psychological need. The latter possibility might have been realized long ago by a mother who taught her children to think of God as a parent in order to teach them to obey God as one would obey one's parents. The way in which the idea was created does not much matter as long as it has a strong selection advantage to carry it through the population after it has its first host.

VIII. Classifying Human Mnemon.

Mnemonics can be conceptually organized either in terms of what mnemonics the people have or what people the mnemonics have. To describe change, we can expand these conceptual frameworks: we can say that people acquire mnemonics and that mnemonics acquire people. The two organizations are merely alternative ways of conceptualizing the same thing—like two alternative coordinate systems for a physics problem. Yet many mnemon forming events do not readily suggest a "mnemon acquiring people" perspective. For example, saying that "an electric light idea acquired Thomas Edison" is devoid of any causal meaning; at most it reveals that the idea's set of hosts has just included one more member. (This also is true for the invention of the telephone independently by Edison and Bell, regardless of which one invented it first.) Clearly, Edison got an idea for the electric light, but one cannot meaningfully say that the idea has gotten the person. So the two conceptual frameworks describing the causality of change do not apply equally well in all cases. None the less, each framework can yield distinct insights which are hard to achieve in the other. Analogously, different coordinate systems in physics can be used to gain distinct insights into a single physical process.

Only the homoderivative subset of human mnemonics validly admits both the "mnemonics acquiring people" and "people acquiring ideas" perspectives. For each HoD mnemon, a pre-existing congeneric instance played a causal role in bringing about the HoD instance. Of course, the person who becomes a mnemon's host plays a causal role in the event too (except for cases of 'being born with ~A'). So in the HoD sector, both a mnemon and its host play causal roles in pairing up. Within the homoderivative subset of any mnemon's host population, it makes just as much sense to ask how the mnemon "got" a person as to ask how the person "got" the mnemon. Of course, the best way to frame the question varies from idea to idea just as the most useful coordinate system varies from problem to problem in physics. Yet this ability to pick and choose the best way of framing a problem dramatically enhances our ability to gain new understandings.

Actually, the HoD/HeD partition falls slightly short of finding a realm of mnemonics where the two conceptual frameworks apply equally well. The reason, it turns out, is that the HoD sector does not guarantee the applicability of the conventional concept of people getting mnemonics. Indeed, this conceptual framework does not apply well to the HoD example of the lack-of-birth-control mnemon represented earlier as ~A. It makes sense to say that the ~A mnemon gets new hosts by disposing existing hosts toward having many children. But it makes dubious sense to say that the new hosts, being born with the ~A mnemon, actually "get" that mnemon as one would "get" the A mnemon. So the ideosphere has one subset where only the people-getting mnemon perspective applies (e.g., new idea
creations), another subset where only the mnemons-getting-people perspective applies (lack-of-birth-control mnemon, etc.), and a third, very large subset where both perspectives apply (Amish farming mores, arms racing, etc.).

The main value of partitioning the ideosphere into its homoderivative and heteroderivative sectors is in defining what a self-replicating idea is and what role it plays. The partition accomplishes this partly focusing on the self-replicated idea (HoD mnemonic) rather than the self-replicating idea itself. Yet it also does this by telling us how and where in the ideosphere makes sense to talk about self-replicating ideas. The term "self-replicating idea" characteristically emphasizes one of the two conceptual frameworks, the one which has ideas acquiring people.

The HoD/HeD partition defines the realm of self-propagating ideas, but not the realm of self-preserving ideas. Also, preservational selection advantages can apply just as well in the HeD sector as in the HoD sector. For instance, if mnemons A and B have the same HeG formation rate, but A mnemons last twice as long as B mnemons, then there will eventually be twice as many HeD A mnemons as HeD B mnemons. So in both the HoD and the HeD sector, people can "keep" ideas and ideas can "keep" people. Also, in each sector, the longer a person keeps an idea, the more imitators they are apt to accumulate. Yet all these new mnemon copies go to the HoD sector rather than to the HeD sector. So both self-propagation and (hence) self-preservation have a special relationship to the HoD sector.

IX. Population Memetics.

The following two differential equations pertain to two ideas whose host populations are represented as \( N_1(a,t) \) and \( N_2(a,t) \) (population age profiles). All members of the total population \( N(t) \) are assumed to be counted somewhere in either \( N_1(a,t) \) or \( N_2(a,t) \), indicating that the two ideas are complements of each other. (In actual practice, one would often want to divide the population into more subgroups, such as the host populations of an idea, its opposite, and those who host neither. The present discussion is limited to two groups in order to illustrate quantitative methods as simply as possible.)

The other parameters in the equations have the following meanings:
- \( \gamma_1(p,a) \) is the average annual number of proselytic converts a meme 1 host of age \( p \) makes per unit meme 2 host population-age density at age \( a \) in his/her society.
- \( \gamma_2(p,a) \) is the average annual number of proselytic converts a meme 2 host of age \( p \) makes per percentage-year of meme 2 hosts of age \( a \) in his/her society. Proselytic rates represented by \( \gamma_1(p,a) \) are sensitive to how crowded the society is as a whole while \( \gamma_2(p,a) \) rates per meme 1 host are purely sensitive to the fraction of meme 2 hosts in the society. The latter reflects the proselytism between, for instance, spouses: people do not generally double the number of spouses as the population doubles. Yet the number of people one encounters on the street might well double as the population doubles. If so, then proselytic conversions on street corners would be modeled using \( \gamma_1(p,a) \).
- \( \alpha_1 \) is the fraction per year of meme 1 hosts who convert to meme 2 without any prior meme 2 hosts teaching them. Preventing such "dropouts" is one form of preservational advantage for meme 1. Finally, \( M_j(a) \) is the rate of mortality per age \( a \) meme 1 host per year.

Swapping "2" subscripts for "1" subscripts in the above sentences gives the parameter definitions corresponding to meme 2 selection advantages.

\[
\frac{dN_1(a,t)}{dt} = \int_{p} R_1(p-a)K_{11}(p,a)N_1(p,t)dp - \gamma_1(p,a)N_1(p,t)N_2(a,t) + \beta_1(p,a)N_2(p,t)N_1(a,t) - \alpha_1N_1(a,t) + \alpha_2N_2(a,t) + \frac{\partial}{\partial a}N_1(a,t) - M_1(a)N_1(a,t) \\
(1)
\]

\[
\frac{dN_2(a,t)}{dt} = \int_{p} R_2(p-a)K_{22}(p,a)N_2(p,t)dp - \gamma_2(p,a)N_2(p,t)N_1(a,t) + \beta_2(p,a)N_1(p,t)N_2(a,t) - \alpha_2N_2(a,t) + \alpha_1N_1(a,t) + \frac{\partial}{\partial a}N_2(a,t) - M_2(a)N_2(a,t) \\
(2)
\]
The first two terms in equation 1 are the hyperparental terms. In the first term, the group of $N_1(p,t)$ parents of age $p$ is multiplied by the average number $R_n(p-a)$ of children per adult that they had a years ago to get the number of children of age $a$ having parents of age $p$. This is then multiplied by $K_{11}(p,a)$, the fraction per year of children in this latter group having meme 1 passed down to them (while they are age $a$ and the teaching parent is age $p$). This is then integrated over the entire range of parents' ages ($p = a$ to $p = \infty$) to get the total rate at which meme 1 hosts are passing the meme down to children of age $a$. The second term gives the rate at which the meme 2 host population parentally produces meme 1 hosts of age $a$.

In actual practice, there may be many cases where a useful mathematical model can be attained by treating the parent to child meme transmission as if it all happened when the children reached the single age $c_1$, the average age at which they pick up meme 1 from a parent. Also, one might find that the transmission rate per child depends very little on parent age differences within the mainstream host child-raising years. If this is true, then one can replace the $K_{11}(p,a)$ function with the very simple function $K_{11}(a - c_1)$, where $\delta$ denotes the delta function, and $k_{11}$ is simply the overall fraction of children who acquire meme 1 from their parents - a much easier thing to measure than transmission versus age. The remaining functions in the hyperparental terms are just fertility versus age and the population age profile - the sort of data that demographers and census-takers have already measured for some groups.

The next two terms in the equation concern the proselytic selection advantage. The first of these is the one that is sensitive to the total number of potential converts, $N_1(a,t)$, rather than merely their proportion to the total population. If both $N_1(a,t)$ and $N_2(a,t)$ doubled, each individual meme 1 host would be winning twice as many converts and the meme 1 host population would be winning four times as many converts per year. On the other hand, the second term on line 2 would only double, and not quadruple, if each group doubled. In reality, the dependence of proselytic conversion rates on host population sizes is more complicated than the two terms suggest, and the nature of the dependency would need to be studied empirically as part of any mathematical modeling effort for memes with significant proselytic selection advantages. As with the hyperparental terms, the proselytic terms may be practically simplified in some cases by replacing the age dependencies with "lumped" effective propagations at certain effective ages.

The following two terms (beginning of line 5) express the "spontaneous" dropout rate for meme 1 and meme 2, respectively. "Spontaneous" dropout rates are assumed to be proportional simply to the number of hosts capable of dropping out.

The next term is the partial derivative of $N_1(a,t)$ with respect to $a$. This term indicates that part of the changing population age profile of meme 1 is due to simple aging of its host population.

The final term expresses the mortality rate as a function of age among meme 1 hosts. Mortality per host per year at age $a$ (a kind of actuarial data) is simply multiplied by the number of hosts at age $a$ to give the overall rate.

Equation 2 above models the same kinds of propagation processes for meme 2 as are modeled for meme 1. Equations 1 and 2 form a system of equations that models the interdependent propagation of meme 1 and meme 2.

What follows are five more equations that go with equations 1 and 2, defining relationships between the propagation parameters. Equation 3 states that all offspring of meme 1 parents end up holding either meme 1 or meme 2. Equation 4 says the same thing for meme 2 parents. Equations 5 and 6 state that one group's proselytic gains are the other group's proselytic losses, so that the net proselytic gain to the whole population is 0. The last equation merely defines the function $N(t)$, the total population versus time as the sum of the two meme host populations, all ages included.

$$K_{11}(p,a) + K_{12}(p,a) = 1$$

$$K_{21}(p,a) + K_{22}(p,a) = 1$$

$$\int \gamma_1(p,a)N_1(p,t)N_2(a,t)dp = 0$$

$$\int \beta_1(p,a)N_1(p,t)N_2(a,t) \frac{dp}{N(t)} = 0$$

$$\int \beta_2(p,a)N_2(p,t)N_1(a,t) \frac{dp}{N(t)} = 0$$

$$N(t) = \int \{N_1(a,t) + N_2(a,t)\} da$$

Not all meme propagation events are given their own separate terms in equations 1 and 2. For instance, if it frequently happened that meme 1 hosts produced meme 2 offspring who then converted their parents to meme 2 then the rate at which meme 1 hosts were proselytically converted to meme 2 might depend greatly on how many children they had. A new term might have to be added to the equations to make this phenomenon adequately modeled. The model can, in fact, be made arbitrarily complex, but it is obviously desirable to keep it as simple as the application permits.

Another elaboration of the equations, and one which might interest mathematical sociobiologists, is the explicit inclusion of specific genes and their selection advantages into the picture. Memetic math does not preclude analyzing the "host populations* of ideas, genes, and idea-gene combinations all in the same system of equations. Of course, one sets the $a$'s, $\beta$'s, and $\gamma$'s to zero wherever the propagation of a gene is being...
modeled. The parental terms become more numerous and take on a diversity of forms corresponding to all the combinations of genes and memes that can occur in two mating adults. Each possible outcome of each parent combination will have its own term in one of the equations. Such equations embody no a priori assertions about the relative importance of either genetic change or cultural change over a modeled time span, nor any assertions of how strongly or weakly prior genetic and cultural evolution constrains the course of change over that time span. Instead, they allow for considering these matters on a case by case basis once the requisite starting data are fed into the models.

Although motivational and cognitive fitness are not readily conspicuous in equations 1 and 2, they are in fact represented. The reason is that the Ks, p’s, and y’s are measures of successful meme transfer events. As such, they are composites of both the rates at which propagation is attempted and the rates at which it is cognitively and motivationally well-received. Likewise, the “spontaneous” dropout rates (a’s) include their own products of cognition and motivation.

Anti-competitor selection advantage, on the other hand, is not fully represented by the Ks, p’s, and y’s. Part of the reason is that this mode can occur in quite a wide range of ways. It makes a big difference, for instance, whether the meme 1 group merely bans meme 2 proselytizing or launches a meme 2 extermination campaign. Moreover, the effectiveness of such measures does not vary in simple linear proportions to the meme 1 host population. The Nazis, for instance, became dramatically more harmful to competitors after they became numerous enough to gain political power. Such phenomena may well defy mathematical modeling techniques aimed at predicting host populations versus time.

Equations 1 and 2 are not offered to model anything but fairly ideal cases of the two-idea propagation problem. They do, however, offer a sample of the kinds of terms that can be included in realistic applications, and they illustrate that a unified quantitative analysis can be given to qualitatively dissimilar modes of propagation. They also illustrate the concept that once the main mechanisms of an idea’s propagation have been empirically discovered and then quantified in surveys, the degree to which each mechanism contributes to instantaneous rate of propagation can be mathematically modeled. The resulting systems of differential equations govern host populations as a function of time, and so can be used to generate limited predictions of what will happen if the equation parameters remain reasonably constant in non-chaotic intervals. Alternatively, one can use the quantified propagation mechanisms to run predictive computer simulations of memetic evolution without the intermediate step of writing down differential equations.

X. Qualitative and Quantitative Evolution.

As mentioned earlier, occurrence rates of heterogenic events often depend on the prevalence of precursor memes. When vigorous precursor memes proliferate, they achieve substantial odds of causing the creation of memes that only a rare host can form. Additionally, when the new meme is simply defined as a combination of two or more precursor memes, the vigorous propagation of the precursors greatly hastens the arrival of the combination. So the independent spread of meme X and meme Y hastens the formation of the combination XYZ. Indeed, if X and Y spread vigorously, XYZ can pop up explosively among many widely separated individuals. So if XYZ tends to inspire hosts to create mnemonic Z, then Z, too can pop up explosively among widely separated individuals. This much acclaimed feature in the innovation of ideas shows that creativity is largely a population phenomenon.

Thus, the most vigorous precursor memes tend to recombine with more varieties of new ideas, some of which form an even more vigorously propagating meme package in combination with the precursor set. Mnemon variation thus feeds new operands into the quantitative processes of natural selection while the quantitative processes give many subsequent qualitative variations an appreciable chance to occur. The two kinds of change continuously feed back on each other to form a genuine process of evolution.
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